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Holistic Management 
A New Framework for Decision Making
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Present Way of Making Decisions

�Our Goal – Some form of Production – Higher 
yields, heavier weaned calves.

�Our Resources – Land, water, crops and animals

�Our Tools – Tractors, chemicals, fertilizer, other 
implements (Technology), money and labour, fire 
and rest.

�Our Tests – Is it profitable, does it cash flow, does 
research support it.
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Holistic Decision Making Process

�Holistic Goal –

� Quality of Life

�Forms of Production

�Future Resource Base
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Holistic Decision Making Process

�Resources
� Not land and water 

�Water and Mineral Cycle
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Holistic Decision Making Process

�Tools

�Technology, Fire, Rest, Money, Labour – and 

the new ones Grazing and Animal Impact
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Holistic Decision Making Process

�Tests:

�Is it profitable, etc, but have added more

�Sustainability

�Cause &  Effect
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Holistic Decision Making Process

�Holistic Goal; Quality of Life, Forms of Prod’n, 

Future Resource Base

�Resources: Water cycle and Mineral Cycle

�Tools: Grazing, Animal Impact, Technology etc.

�Tests: Sustainability, Cause and Effect etc.
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Holistic Financial Planning

�We brainstorm enterprises

�Test which enterprises pass your Holisticgoal

�Do a Gross Profit Analysis on each enterprise that 

passes to determine which enterprises contribute 

the most to covering overheads or fixed costs
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Gross Profit Analysis

� Here is where Holistic Financial Planning differs from 

conventional financial planning.

� Gross Profit Analysis is the gross income minus the direct 

costs. It is just that simple.

� Most conventional analysis proportions in fixed costs 

� We believe that because these fixed or inescapable costs 

have to be paid anyway there is no sense complicating the 

calculation
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Gross Profit Analysis 

�A fixed cost is summarized this way .. If you are 

standing on a bridge and the water is coming at 

you it is a variable or direct cost. If it has already 

gone by it is a fixed cost.
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Gross Profit Analysis

�Once the most profitable mix of enterprises is 

determined the next step is to plan the profit.

�This is done by adding together all the gross 

income figures and then taking a challenging profit 

percentage, the rest is allocated to expenses 

�Holistic Management encourages a fifty percent 

profit.
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Allocation of Expenses

�Expenses are allocated in an unique way

� First are expenses that will generate new wealth

�Fencing to control stock .. Going from 100 to 150 cows 

on the same piece of land

�Multispecies cropping
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Allocation of Expenses

�The second are monies allocated to cover fixed or 

Inescapable expenses (eg land payments, land 

taxes, machinery payments)

�The remainder is allocated to Maintenance

expenses (eg fertilizer, fuel, feed, minerals)

�This forces the farm unit to cut expenses that while 

they are nice do not contribute to new wealth
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Monitoring the Results

�Once all the expenses are allocated and the desired 

profit the next step is to monitor the results. 

�All the above calculations and the montoring have 

been made a lot easier with the use of computers.

� It is tedious and boring to do all these calculations 

on paper and I don’t blame people for not doing it.

�With the use of computers there is now no excuse
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Holistic Management

�The world is in a mess and problem is not caused 

by lack of technology or innovation.

�Humans are the problem and the way we make 

decisions.

�We need to learn this new way.

�We can’t find a flaw in it.

� Please learn more about it the world needs you.


